Abstract. This paper introduces at the specification level CoolBOT, a component-oriented programming framework for robotics designed to assist robotic system developers in obtaining more structured and reusable systems without imposing any specific architecture. Within this framework components are conceived as Port Automata (PA) [8] that interact through their ports and that can be composed to build up new components from existing ones. Components, no matter if they are atomic or compound, are internally modeled as Discrete Event Systems and controlled using the same state control graph. CoolBOT hides the programmer any aspects related to communications and provides standard mechanisms for different modes of data exchange between components, exception handling and support for distributed computing environments.
Introduction
During the last years we have known about a number of successful projects in robotics in very different fields, ranging from exploration in space and harsh environments on Earth to medical robotics and entertainment. These systems illustrate from different perspectives that there is actually a wealth of well developed solutions to many of the basic problems that need to be solved and integrated when designing a robotic system, even though many of them still remain as very active research fields. This situation is fostering the development of more ambitious systems of increasing complexity to face new challenges but also makes evident some difficulties.
One of them is the lack of a methodology to develop robotic systems in a principled way, a problem that has been identified by several authors, who have recognized that traditional programming and validation techniques are not adequate for intelligent robotic systems [6] [2] . This methodology should help in designing systems that were more scalable, reusable in new scenarios, more robust and reliable, and easier to debug and profile. These problems have been often tackled proposing new robot architectures and specification languages (see [2] for a good up-to-date review). Certainly, some architectures seem better suited than others to favor the goals stated above as proved by the fact that majority of current intelligent robot systems use some sort of hybrid architecture [5] [?][?] [7] , effectively combining the advantages of reactive and deliberative architectures.
Other research has been focused in the design of specification languages for robot systems, with a large variety in objectives and scope. Relevant to the research presented here, are those languages designed for task-level control as RAP [?] , ESL [4] or TDL [?] . Typically, these languages offer primitives for task coordination and control, task communication, and also basic primitives for exception handling. An advantage of ESL and TDL is that they are, respectively, extensions of Lisp and C++. This allows to use the same language for coding the whole system, that is, not only for task control, but also for the rest of computations.
Along this paper we will introduce CoolBOT, a component-oriented programming framework being developed at ULPGC, whose main goal is to bridge the gap between these two approaches for tackling the design of complex robot systems. That is, CoolBOT is aimed at providing the designer of such systems with a powerful environment where it is possible to synthesize different architectures using the same specification language. As it will be explained, CoolBOT's basic building blocks, i.e. components, are modeled as Port Automata [8] that share the same control and communication models.
Reactivity, adaptability, modularity, robustness and stability are some of the design goals for almost any system. All of them are related to or dependent on how the components of a system interact among themselves and with the environment. In CoolBOT, all components share the same interfaces and control scheme. In this way, it is possible to define a modular system that uses a set of common abstractions to carry-out communication, coordination and exception handling among modules.
The rest of this paper discusses first the design goals that are guiding the development of CoolBOT, followed by a description of the elements that make up CoolBOT's model of a component. Finally, a simulated programming example is explained in detail.
Objectives & Design Principles
Latest trends in Software Engineering are exploiting the idea of Components as the basic units of deployment when building complex software systems, specially if software reuse, modular composition and third-party software integration are important issues. CoolBOT should be understood as a component framework, in the sense defined in [10] , as it offers "a collections of rules and interfaces that govern the interaction of components plugged into the framework. A component framework typically enforces some of the more vital rules of interaction by encapsulating the required interaction mechanisms".
The following are the most important considerations that have guided the design of CoolBOT:
-Component-Oriented. CoolBOT is conceived as a component-oriented programming that relies on a specification language to manipulate components as building blocks in order to functionally define a robotic system by integrating components. This approach not only enforces modularity and discipline but requires well defined rules for interfacing and interaction. We consider these as basic requirements for achieving the long term goal of interoperability with third-party developed components (i.e. developed by other research groups or companies) [6] . -Component Uniformity. A component-based approach clearly demands certain level of uniformity among components. Within CoolBOT this uniformity manifests itself in two important aspects. First a uniform interface is defined for all components based on the concept of port automata. Additionally, a uniform internal structure for components facilitates its observability and controllability, i.e. the possibility of monitoring and controlling the inner state of a component. We consider that these properties are key elements when defining robust systems, making its design and implementation less error-prone. At the same time, component uniformity sets the real basis for development of debugging and profiling tools. -Robustness & Controllability. A component-oriented robot system will be robust and controllable because its components are also robust and controllable. A component will be considered robust when:
1. It is able to monitor its own performance, adapting to changing operating conditions, and it also implements its own adaptation and recovery mechanisms to deal with all errors that are detectable internally. 2. Any error detected by a component that cannot be recovered by its own means, should be notified using standard means through its interface, bringing the component to an idle state waiting for external intervention, that either will order the component to restart or to abort. Communications sent or received by a component when dealing with exceptions should be common to all components.
Furthermore a component will be considered controllable when it can be brought with external supervision -by means of a controller or a supervisor -through its interface, along an established control path. In order to obtain such an external controllability, components will be modeled as automata whose states can be forced by an external supervisor, and where all components will share the same control automaton structure [?]. -Modularity & Hierarchy. The architecture of a robot system will be defined in CoolBOT using selected components as elementary functional units. 
Elements of the System: Components
In CoolBOT, components are modeled as Port Automata [8] [9] [3] which define active entities which carry out specific tasks, and perform all external communication by means of their input and output ports. A component usually executes in parallel or concurrently with other components that interact and communicate between them through their input and output ports. Hence, a system programmed with CoolBOT could be seen as a network of components interacting among them to achieve the pretended system's behaviors. Components act on their own initiative and are normally weakly coupled, that is, no acknowledgements are necessary when they communicate through their ports. Most components could be described as a data flow machines, producing output whenever it has data on its input. Otherwise, the component is idle waiting for new input data to process.
Components can be atomic, i.e. indivisible, or compound when it is made up of a composition or assemblage of other atomic and/or compound components.
With independence of its type, components are externally equivalent, offering the same uniform external interface and internal control structure. These properties are extremely important in order to attain standard mechanisms that guarantee that any component can be externally monitored and controlled.
Once a component, atomic or not, has been designed, implemented and tested, it can be used wherever it should be necessary, it can be instantiated once or multiple times, locally or remotely in a computer network. Therefore components constitute in CoolBOT the functional building blocks to program robotic systems.
Components as Port Automata
Components have been modeled as port automata because this concept establishes a clear distinction between the internal functionality of an active entity, the automaton, and its external interface, the input and output ports. Figure 1 displays the external view of a component where the component itself is represented by the circle, input ports (i i ) by the arrows oriented towards the circle, and output ports (o i ) by arrows oriented outwards. As shown by the figure, the external interface keeps the component's internals hidden. Figure 2 depicts an example of the internal view of a component, concretely the automaton that models it, where the circles are the states of the automaton, and the arrows, the transitions between states. These transitions are triggered by events (e i ), caused either by incoming data through a port, by an internal condition, or by a combination of port incoming data and internal conditions. Doubled circles are automaton final states. Modeling the internal functionality as an automaton provides with a mean to make the component observable and controllable. 
The Default Ports
In order to be able to build modular systems from reusable units, in CoolBOT all components must be observable and controllable at any time from outside the component itself. The approach followed is to impose a uniform interface and a common control structure on components. Figure 4 shows the automaton that represents the possible states and transition between them for every component. This default automaton contains all possible control paths for a component. In the figure some transitions are labeled as c i 's denoting that they are provoked by a command through the control port c displayed in figure 3 . The default automaton is said to be "controllable" because it can be brought externally by means of its control port c to any of the controllable states of the automaton: ready, running, suspended and dead, in finite time. The rest of states are reachable only internally, and from them a transition to one of the controllable ones can be forced. The running state, the dashed state in figure 4 , represents the state or set of states that structures the specific functionality of a certain component. This particular automaton, termed user automaton, varies among components and must be defined by the developer/user when the component is implemented. When a component is instantiated, it is brought to the starting state, where the component captures resources needed for its operation and performs its initialization. Any error requesting resources may provoke a new attempt of asking for them, until a maximum number of attempts has been tried. In such a case, initialization is unsuccessful and the automaton transits to the starting error state, where it must await for external intervention through the control port, before jumping to the dead state for its destruction. Alternatively, if initialization is accomplished successfully, the component is brought into the ready state, there the component waits idle either for its first task execution getting into the user automaton by means of the running state, or for its destruction if it is driven to dead state. The running state is the part of the automaton -the user automaton -defined by the user/developer who implements the component and endows the component with its particular functionality. This automaton has its own states and transitions, but the default automaton imposes some requirements on it:
The Default Automaton
1. From any of the user states the component can be driven to the suspended state of the default automaton. This implies that the component should be externally interruptible at any user state, with a latency that will depend on its internal design. The component should save its internal status in case of continuing task execution, transition labeled as c r in the default automaton. From suspended state the component can also be reset, i.e. driven to ready state, or destroyed, i.e. taken to dead state. 2. Some states, provided by the default automaton to indicate general states in all components, must be accessible from states in the user automaton: -error recovery: this state is reached when an error is detected during task execution, and it is conceived as a state for recovering from an error without canceling task execution. In this state, an error recovery procedure can be tried several times, until a maximum number of attempts have been tried unsuccessfully. In that case, the automaton goes to the running error state (see below). If the error is fixed in any of the recovery attempts, the automaton continues where normal task execution was interrupted previously. That implies that the component internal status must be preserved during error recovery as well. -running error: when a component has not been able to recover itself from an error, it transits into this state. Only external intervention can drive the component again to ready state to start a new task execution, or to dead state and instance destruction. -end: if a component has finished its task, then it goes directly to the end state. From that state it can be brought to destruction, or it may start a new task execution by means of transiting to the ready state.
Observable and Controllable Variables
Additionally, components may define observable and controllable variables. • null: The component is not in the end state.
• success: The component is in the end state, and task execution was completed successfully.
• fail: The component is in the end state, and task execution failed. Aside from the value published through this observable, a component will probably have specific output through which it may communicate not only the results, but also a description of the situation in which it succeeded or failed.
-Error Description. When the component enters starting error or running error states, information about the situation could be provided through this variable.
and one default controllable variable:
-New State. It is used to bring the component to one of the controllable states of the default automaton, requesting its modification through the component's control port.
Port Connections
A pair output port/input port constitutes a port connection between two components. Data is transmitted through port connections in discrete units called port packets, like in [3] . Port packets can carry information or not. In the last case they are used to signal the occurrence of an event and are called event packets; the other ones will be termed data packets. Each port can only transmit a type of data packet. It is possible to define converters between different types of port packets in such a way that being a and b two different types of port packets, a converter, F , from type a to type b is such as applying F over a port packet of type a is obtained its equivalent port packet of type b, i.e., b = F (a). Thus, to establish a port connection it is necessary either that both ports, the output port and the input port, match exactly the type of port packet they can transmit, or that, if the types on both ports are different, at least there should be a converter allowing transforming from the port packet type accepted on the output port to the type of port packet accepted on the input port. Currently, the typologies of output ports CoolBOT provides are:
-Variable. A variable output port emits port packets which transport variables, whether controllable or observable. This port is used internally by the framework to implement the default monitoring port of components. -Poster. This type of output port has been devised for components that need to publish some data, by means of data packets, for multiple readers, used to uncouple consumers of data from its data producers [?] . Its a pro-active port in the sense that it also signals its connected counterparts -the readers -when data it stores have changed. -Tick. This output port is used to emit events to other components, it does not emit any data, only the occurrence of an event, an event packet, for example, a timer tick, a joint point between components, etc. -Generic. It is the counterpart of input ports Last, Fifo and UFifo, that will be introduced later. It can transport any kind of information in form of port packets, usually data packets. It never stores data like the poster output port, on the contrary, when data is pushed into, it is issued directly to the other components connected to this port and stored there until read.
And the typologies provided for input ports are:
-Variable. It is the counterpart of variable output ports. The framework internally implements control output ports by using this type of input port. -Poster. It is the counterpart of poster output ports, stores the last demanded copy of data stored in the output poster where it is connected to. It receives also indications of data changes at origin.
-Tick. The counterpart of a tick output port, they are normally used internally by the framework to associate timers to components. -Last It is one of the counterparts of generic output ports, it stores the latest data received from the output ports it is connected to, in other words, it keeps always the last received port packet. -Fifo Another of the counterparts of generic output ports. It is a First In First Out structure of a specific length. If its length is n, then it keeps always the last n port packets received from the output port(s) it is connected to. -UFifo Is also a counterpart of generic output ports. It is a fifo input port that grows a bit when it is full and a new port packet is received from the output port(s) it is connected to. UFifo stands for Unbounded Fifo. Table 1 resumes the compatibility and cardinality of connections among the different kinds of input and output ports. Remember that, to establish a connection between an input port and an output port, besides of the restrictions depicted on the table, it is also necessary either that both ports match the type of port packet they transport, or that, as said above, exists a converter from the port packet type accepted on the output port to the port packet type accepted on the input port.
Port Communication Models
There are two basic communication models for port connections: -Push Model. In a push connection the initiative for sending a port packet relies on the output port part, that is, the data producer sends port packets on its own, completely uncoupled from its consumers. -Pull Model. A pull connection implies that packets are emitted when the input part of the communication -the consumer -demands new data to process. In this model the consumer keeps the initiative, and it supposes that it is necessary to send a request whenever a port packet is demanded. Only "pulled" pairs of output/input ports can be connected together. Poster output/input ports connections can not be "pulled".
As experience demonstrates communications is one of the most fragile aspects of distributed systems. In CoolBOT, the rationale for defining standard methods for data communications between components, is to ease interoperation among components developed independently offering optimized and reliable communication abstractions.
Atomic Components
An atomic component is embodied as a thread and models a port automaton [3] . It is atomic in the sense that it is indivisible and can not be decomposed in other components. Atomic components have been devised to abstract hardware like sensors and effectors, and/or other software libraries like third party software. As any component in CoolBOT, an atomic component is implemented as a port automaton following the model of the default automaton shown in figure  4 . For each component it is necessary to define the part of the component automaton that is specific to its internal control. That part of the automaton, the user automaton, is represented by the dashed running state in figure 4 .
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Once the developer has completed the automaton defining the user automaton, he/she will have to complete the component coding filling in the transitions between automaton states and the states themselves where several possible sections are provided for each state: -entry section: this is the starting code section and it is executed each time the automaton gets into the state. -exit section: this is the ending code section and it is executed each time the automaton is about to leave the state. -periodic section: this is a periodic code section that is executed periodically when the automaton remains in the state. The period can be established statically or dynamically.
It is not necessary for the developer to fill in all these sections and transitions for all automaton states, default or not. The developer will fill in certain sections and transitions depending on the functionality of the component that is being coded. Unused ones will remain by default empty or idle.
Atomic components are implemented as simple DES, according to the definition given in [3] . Their definition declares observable, controllable and local variables, input and output ports, the states of the user automaton and transitions between them, and the state sections of code that were required.
The transitions and the states of the default automaton for each component are empty by default. If any of these transitions or sections of one of these states is also necessary, they must be also included in the definition of the component. At the same time, the description code should include information about what third party libraries -hardware drivers or other software libraries -must be linked with the component to achieve an executable component. This component description will be then compiled generating a C++ class embodying the component where all transitions and necessary state sections will be codified as class function members that should be filled in by the developer. Also the necessary makefiles will be created to compile the component with the specified third party libraries.
Compound Components
A compound component, is a composition of instances of another components which, in turn, can be either atomic or compound. A compound component is a component that uses the functionality of instances of another atomic or compound components to implement its own functionality, and similarly to atomic components, it is modeled as a port automaton. Components whose instances are used inside a compound component will be its local components, thus, b and c are local components of d in figure 7 .
The Supervisor. The automaton that coordinates and controls the functionality of a compound component is called its supervisor, and like atomic components it follows the control graph defined for the default automaton (see figure  4) . It must be completed by the developer/user specifying the part of it that has been previously termed the user automaton.
Similarly to atomic components, compound components will be specified by means of a description code. In it, the developer/user completes the rest of the automaton describing the states and state transitions that constitute the user automaton, and also which sections -entry section, exit section and periodic section -will be filled in on each state. Alike atomic components, when this description code is compiled, a C++ class is generated implementing the compound component. The description code of the compound component must specify all its interface. This includes how its local components' input and output ports are mapped as input and output ports of the compound component; its observable and controllable variables, where some of them can be either completely new or mappings of observable and controllable variables of instances of its local components. Additionally local variables, internal to the compound component can be defined as well.
It is at the level of compound components where we can talk about component oriented programming, as new components can be assembled from existing ones and their supervisors deal directly with components, through instructions that manipulate different components using the same abstract model. In the scope of the automaton of a compound component, new instances of any component can be created dynamically, then they can be observed and controlled through its control and monitoring ports, these instances can reside locally in the same machine, or remotely in another machine reachable through a computer network. Once an instance is created it can be run for a task execution, suspended, run again, . . . and finally killed.
Rules.
Automaton transitions between states in the supervisor of a compound component are triggered by rules which are conditions involving observable and controllable variables of its local components and its own local variables.
Exception Handling
CoolBOT's exception handling mechanisms exploits two basic ideas. First, all components, no matter if they are atomic or compound share the same exception handling, communication and control schemes. Second, CoolBOT capitalizes on the idea presented in 2 to build up a reliable system from reliable components. These ideas dictate the following design guidelines: -A component should incorporate the capability to measure its own performance. For example, in case of performing a periodic task, it should verify that it is respecting its frequency of operation. Also timers can be associated with input ports, so that if another component that should be sending data is not keeping the pace or not working at all, it can be identified easily.
-The component's definition includes a list of the exceptions that the component can detect, along with specific "continuity plans" whenever they are available. Currently, in CoolBOT exceptions are declared using the following simple pattern:
where first the error number and description are declared; then it is declared the error handler for this error, normally a function internal to the component; optionally it can be specified how many times and how frequently it should be triggered. The last two fields contain, respectively, the handlers that should be invoked if the error recovery procedure has succeeded or if it failed. -The evolution of the component's state when an exception has occurred is the same for all components. The possible transitions are evident from the control graph of the default automaton (see figure 4 in section 3.3).
As it was explained previously, when a component detects an error that it cannot deal with, either because there is not any possible recovery mechanism at this level or because the error recovery plan has failed, it communicates the error to its supervisor, and goes into a running error state where it waits for external intervention to restart or die.
Errors arriving to a supervisor from included components must be managed first by this supervisor. They can be either ignored, propagated to higher levels in the hierarchy or handled as explained above. However, when handling exceptions within compound components some standard recovery mechanisms are possible, aside from the obvious re-instantiation of the faulty component. Let's suppose, for example, that we have several components that constitute equivalent alternatives for developing the same task, possibly using different resources, but offering the same external interface. Such components could be used alternatively to carry out a specific task and hence, a general strategy to cope with components in running error might be just substitution of one component with another one providing an equivalent interface and functionality. A complementary strategy may also be useful to avoid suspending a compound component whenever a member of the composition gets into running error. Equivalent components can be declared as redundant and executed concurrently or in parallel (i.e. if redundant components execute on different processors), so that if one of then fails, the others will keep the whole component running.
When a local component instance gets into running error, if a substitute exists, the supervisor will create an instance of it to carry out a substitution and keep the compound component working, and the erroneous instance will be put in a queue of instances to be recovered. Instances in that recovery queue are restarted periodically to check out if the running error persists. There is a deadline for each instance in this recovery queue, if the deadline expires the instance is deleted from the queue and destroyed. Otherwise, if any of them is recovered, the previous situation before its substitution is restored.
If a local instance in a running error can not be substituted, it will be added to the recovery queue previously mentioned. If its deadline in the queue is reached then the instance is retired from the queue and destroyed. This may provoke the whole compound component to go to running error, or not, depending on its functionality.
An error that needs a special treatment is when a component hangs during execution. In such a situation, it can not attend its control and monitoring ports, turning it uncontrollable. When this exception is detected the component is destroyed, this time using an operating system call like kill(), and obviously it is not added to the recovery queue.
Example
To illustrate the concepts explained previously along this document, we will present as a qualitative example how a goto behavior for a mobile robot could be defined using CoolBOT. Figures 8 and 9 depict the kind of mobile robot conceived for this example compounded by a mobile platform and a visual stereo system mounted on a robotic head. The pictures show the robot ELDI [1] , a Museum Robot developed for the Science and Technology Museum of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, which has been in daily operation since December 1999. The goto behavior we are going to devise is depicted as a component in fig.  10 . In this figure and the following ones components are represented as roundedcorner rectangles. Input ports are the arrows oriented inwards the component, and output ports are the ones oriented outwards. In this example, the goto component provides several controllable and observable variables, and one local variable. On figure 11 we can see the portion of the description code which corresponds to the graphic shown previously on fig. 10 .
Apart from default variables and ports transparently added by CoolBOT, the component has been endowed with one extra controllable variable, one local variable, an several input and output ports which will be briefly explained:
-The controllable variable destination that, on each task execution, indicates where the goto behavior should drive the robot. -The local variable attempts tracks the number of failed attempts of any of the behaviors that the component uses internally: a door crossing behavior, a corridor navigation behavior, and a freeway behavior (to be presented later). -Three input ports, namely localization, obstaclemap and visualdata, permit the component to receive respectively, the position of the robot in the world coordinate system, an obstacle map and visual data. This information is supplied by other component/s in the system not shown in the example. The visual data could be used by the component, for example, to localize certain objects in the scene that were relevant to the navigation purposes, e.g. to locate the door's knob. -The goto component's two output ports connect with the controller of the head system and with the motion controller of the mobile platform or base. Once the goto component is completely designed and tested, the procedure to use it at runtime would be: 3. Once connected and ready, on each execution, it should receive a destination and then set the newstate controllable variable to running. 4. Execution finishes when the state gets to end with the observable variable result indicating if execution was successful or not. In case of failure, the observable variable reason will hold the identified cause. 5. At any time during execution the component may be suspended or aborted by means of the controllable variable newstate, setting it to suspended in order to suspend execution, and then either setting running again to resume, or ready to restart execution. 6. To destroy the component we have to drive it to dead using the controllable variable newstate.
It is worthy to note that updating the controllable variable newstate is equivalent to send control port commands to the component to make it transit along the default automaton, see fig. 4 .
Typically, the goto component is activated in a situation like that depicted in figure 12 , where the robot in order to get to a destination point should navigate through different environments, namely corridors, doors and open spaces. The goto component incorporates specialized components to deal each situation, see figure 13, that will be described below. The planner component, shown in figure 13 performs path planning along an ideal map known a priori. Such a planning is carried out in terms of behaviors that should be used to go from place to place along a trajectory inside this map. Through its input port localization it knows the robot's position inside the map and computes a trajectory to reach the destination point. This trajectory is divided into steps with its own sub destinations inside the whole trajectory, each one of these steps is classified depending on what behavior should be used to complete the step, i.e. door crossing, corridor traversing and free space traversing. To use this component we must set its controllable variable destination to the the final location where we want the robot to move. The planner will finish current execution successfully when localization data match this controllable variable. During execution, each time its controllable variable attempts is updated, the planner carries out path planning in the following terms: if the variable is 0, then it has to plan the next step inside the trajectory to the final destination. If the variable is greater than 0, it means that the behavior launched to complete the previous step failed because maybe either a door was closed or a corridor was blocked by an obstacle. Situation that the component tries to solve looking for an alternative trajectory. Besides, it uses attempts to track how many unsuccessful attempts have been launched to complete a specific trajectory step. When the number of failed attempts exceeds a maximum value, it considers that current task has failed and finishes itself updating its observable variable result accordingly.
The remaining components of figure 13 implement the different behaviors that will drive the robot to reach a goal position in three different situations: door crossing -component door -, corridor traversing (or wall following) -the component corridor -, and free space navigation, the component freeway. All of them present the same external interface, they have a controllable variable, destination, where the goal position to complete the behavior should be set before running the component. During task execution, as input, they get sensory information from the different sources available in the system, as output of these behaviors, the robot actuators' are commanded.
On figure 14 internal components and internal connections for the goto component are depicted. An excerpt of the code describing this component appears on figure 15. Note how the supervisor, the automaton supervising the component, controls and monitors all internal components through control and monitoring ports. The rest of connections must be explicitly described by the component designer as shown in figure 15 . The software framework makes a lot of work behind the scenes as mentioned in the commented text in figure 15.
The Supervisor in figure 14 embodies the automaton which monitors and controls the goto component. Figure 16 depicts part of the automaton defining the Supervisor of the goto component. The condition provoking a transition is put in square brackets and the action to carry out along the transition appears after a slash following the condition. Actions to be executed when a state is reached, the entry section, are expressed following a slash after the state name. This figure shows how the component launches a door crossing behavior depending on what the planner decides on each step. Although only two states basically are depicted, planning and door, there are currently two additional states, corridor and freeway, that do not appear because its related transitions and actions will be equivalent to the corresponding ones of door state. Here also the software framework makes work behind the scenes and the designer does not have to code instantiation of internal components and internal mapping, this is included transparently as part of the default automaton, figure 4 , and the same 
Final discussion
Along this paper we have presented the underlying concepts and ideas that are guiding the implementation of CoolBOT, an undergoing research initiative being developed at ULPGC.
Systems developed with CoolBOT will share the same communication abstractions and inner control organization for the making up components, so that it will be possible to monitor and debug any of these components using a standard set of tools. We expect that theses features will reveal as essentials to achieve reliable, modular and easy to extend systems.
CoolBOT shouldn't be understood as a new architecture for perceptionaction systems but as an alternative design methodology and its associated set of development tools, that should assist the robotics researcher in the process of conceiving and validating different architecture proposals.
In our opinion, it is just in this aspect in which CoolBOT differences itself from many other architecture proposals for perception-action systems that populate the robotics literature. We think it belongs to a group of recent proposals component goto { components instances { /* * NOTE: The supervisor is generated implicitly by the software framework. that are aimed at defining new languages (e.g. ESL [4] or TDL [?]) not new "architectures".
Obviously, it is too premature to make any claims about the superiority of the approach described in this paper over others addressing the same or similar goals. Only a posteriori, that is, through extensive experimentation and crossvalidation it will be possible to validate the CoolBOT's approach if the systems so built proved to be more reliable, extensible and easier to maintain or adapt. With this aim we will be willing to release CoolBOT to other interested research groups that would like to apply CoolBOT in the development of their systems. 
